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Abstract 
Localization of acoustic sources in the ocean has been an area of intense research 
activity in recent years. Matched field processing (MFP) is a class of signal process- 
ing techniques that is widely used for this purpose. Source localization by MFP is 
carried out by comparing the vector of acoustic pressures measured by an array of 
sensors with a set of replica vectors corresponding to a grid of hypothetical source 
positions. The coordinates of the grid point that provides the 'best match' represent 
an estimate of the source position. The replica vectors are computed using a prop- 
agation model with known or assumed environmental parameters. Although MFP 
is highly computation intensive, the successful development of high speed computers 
and sophisticated propagation models for accurate computation of the acoustic pres- 
sure field have contributed immensely to the growing interest in MFP for real time 
processing. However, accurate modeling of sound propagation is not possible if any 
uncertainty exists in the modeling of the ocean medium. Several computationally 
expensive modifications to MFP have been suggested in the literature to combat the 
problem of environmental uncertainty. One approach is to increase the dimensions of 
the unknown parameter space and to estimate the unknown environmental parame- 
ters as well as the source coordinates. But the computational complexity increases 
exponentially with an increase in the dimension of the unknown parameter space. 
The computational complexity of MFP is high even in the absence of environ- 
mental uncertainty since source localization involves an exhaustive search over a 3- 
dimensional grid. One is often interested in an accurate estimation of bearing only. 
But MFP requires either a priori knowledge of range and depth or a simultaneous 
estimation of all the three coordinates. Little work is reported in the literature on 
bearing estimation by one-dimensional search without the prior knowledge of source 
range and depth and of the environmental parameters, One possible method is the 
conventional delay-and-sum beamforming (DSB), which requires the knowledge only 
of the unbounded-medium wavenumber k = 2n f/c where f is the frequency of the 
source signal and c is the speed of sound in the medium. But this method, which 
assumes plane wave propagation, is valid at high frequencies in the deep ocean and 
not at low frequencies or in shallow ocean. Multimode propagation in the ocean re- 
sults in an erroneous estimate because different modes have different wavenumbers. 
Subspace-based methods such as MUSIC are also rendered invalid for the same reason. 
In this thesis, several new methods of bearing estimation, range-depth estimation, 
and three dimensional localization (i.e. estimation of bearing, range and depth) are 
presented and their performances are compared with those of the existing techniques. 
An introduction to the problem of source localization in the ocean, and a brief review 
of MFP are presented in Chapters 1 and 2 respectively. An analysis of the DSB and 
MGSIC algorithms applied to a uniform linear array (ULA) is presented in Chapter 
3, and the reasons for their failure to provide correct bearing estimation in the ocean 
are explained. A new technique called the subspace intersection (SI) method for 
bearing estimation of multiple uncorrelated sources in a horizontally stratified ocean 
is presented in Chapter 4. Though SI method is applicable to horizontal arrays of 
any geometry, the discussion in Chapter 4 is restricted to ULA. At a given frequency 
f, the ocean has M = ill( f )  propagating modes with M distinct wavenumbers. A 
modal steering vector of an array is defined as the steering vector corresponding to the 
wavenumber of a propagating mode of the oceanic waveguide, and the modal subspace 
is defined as M-dimensional subspace spanned by all the modal steering vectors. If 
there are J mutually uncorrelated sources and uncorrelated noise, the array data 
correlation matrix R has J signal eigenvectors which span a J-dimensional signal 
subspace. The subspace intersection method is based on the fact that, if the number 
of sensors in the array is greater than or equal to 1Vlt J, the modal subspace and the 
signal subspace intersect if and only if the steering angle coincides with the bearing 
angle of one of the sources. If the matrix R is estimated from finite data in a noisy 
channel, a larger array is required for satisfactory performance. In the case of a 
ULA, the performance may also be improved by increasing the interelement spacing 
without encountering the problem of aliasing. Like all subspace-based methods, the 
SI method also provides high-resolution estimates. However, the resolution diminishes 
as the source approaches the endfire direction. The SI method requires the knowledge 
of the modal wavenumbers, but knowledge of other environmental parameters (such 
as the sound speed profile in water and the ocean bottom parameters) is not required. 
Bearing estimation in the ocean by a uniform circular array (UCA) is discussed 
in Chapter 5 .  It was shown earlier that application of plane-wave DOA estimation 
methods such as DSB and MUSIC to a ULA gives erroneous bearing estimates in 
the ocean. But it is shown in Chapter 5 that application of these methods to a UCA 
gives correct bearing estimates provided that the radius of the array is sufficiently 
small. This difference in behaviour is attributable to the difference in the nature of 
steering vectors of the ULA and the UCA. The SI method can also be applied to 
the UCA. The performance of UCA-SI is compared with that of ULA-SI and UCA- 
MUSIC. Unlike the ULA-SI, the UCA-SI method provides uniform resolution in all 
directions. The performance of UCA-MUSIC is not satisfactory if either the source 
or the array is close either to the surface or to the bottom of the ocean, where as 
UCA-SI is not subject to such degradation. The advantage of UCA-MUSIC is that 
it does not require any information about the environment, whereas UCA-SI requires 
the knowledge of the modal wavenumbers. 
In chapter 6, the SI method is extended to  range-depth localization using a vertical 
ULA. The new method RESIN (range-depth estimation by subspace intersection) is 
computationally more efficient than MFP. In MFP, if the source coordinates do not 
match with one of the points on the search grid, sidelobes of the ambiguity surface 
may become dominant and it may be difficult to achieve proper localization. In the 
RESIN method, the ambiguity surface peaks at the search point that is closest to 
the actual source position. Thus, the RESIN method is more tolerant to a mismatch 
between the search grid and the true source position and therefore permits the use of 
a coarser search grid than MFP. 
In Chapter 7, several alternative methods of 3-dimensional localization of multiple 
sources are explored and their performances are compared. The different methods are 
: (1) 3-dimensional MFP using a horizontal ULA, (2) range-depth localization by 2- 
dimensional MFP using vertical ULA, followed by bearing estimation of each source 
(with known range and depth) by one-dimensional MFP using a horizontal ULA, 
(3) bearing estimation by SI method using a horizontal ULA, followed by range- 
depth estimation of each source (with known bearing) by 2-dimensional MFP using 
the same horizontal ULA, (4) bearing estimation by UCA-SI or UCA-MUSIC using 
a horizontal UCA, followed by range-depth estimation of each source (with known 
bearing) by Zdimensional MFP using the same horizontal UCA. Replacement of the 
3-dimensional search required by the 3-dimensional MFP by successive 1-dimensional 
and 2-dimensional searches, as required by the other methods, results in a significant 
reduction in computational complexity. 
In summary, the thesis presents several new methods of source localization in 
the ocean which are more accurate and/or computationally more efficient than the 
existing techniques. 
